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Oracle Database 10g Pl Sql
Free Oracle Database for Everyone. Whether you are a developer, a DBA, a data scientist, an
educator, or just curious about databases, Oracle Database 18c Express Edition (XE) is the ideal
way to get started.
Oracle Database Express Edition
Will retakes of the retiring exams be allowed after the retirement date? No. Candidates who fail a
retiring Oracle Certification Program exam will be able to retake the exam only BEFORE the
retirement date.
Oracle Certification All Exams - education.oracle.com
Home » Articles » 10g » Here. UTL_MAIL : Email from PL/SQL in the Oracle Database. The UTL_MAIL
package was introduced in Oracle 10g to provide a simple API to allow email to be sent from
PL/SQL. In prior versions this was possible using the UTL_SMTP package (shown here), but this
required knowledge of the SMTP protocol.. Setup; Send Emails; Send Emails with Attachments
UTL_MAIL : Email from PL/SQL in the Oracle Database
Compiling PL/SQL in Oracle 10g and beyond Mike Ault. As we noted, starting in Oracle 10g, PL/SQL
can be compiled to native code. The compiling, along with overall improvements in PL/SQL
compilation can mean speeding up PL/SQL execution by up to 60%.
Oracle compiled PL/SQL
Oracle Database Architecture. An Oracle database is a collection of data treated as a unit. The
purpose of a database is to store and retrieve related information. A database server is the key to
solving the problems of information management.
Introduction to the Oracle Database
Support. Oracle Database Express Edition (XE) is a community supported edition of the Oracle
Database family. Please go to the Oracle Database XE Community Support Forum for help,
feedback, and enhancement requests. Note: Oracle Support Services only provides support for
Oracle Database Enterprise Edition (EE) and Oracle Database Standard Edition 2 (SE2) in
conjunction with a valid Oracle ...
Oracle Database Express Edition (XE) Downloads
PL/SQL program unit. The main feature of SQL (non-procedural) is also a drawback of SQL: one
cannot use control statements (decision-making or iterative control) if only SQL is to be
used.PL/SQL is basically a procedural language, which provides the functionality of decision making,
iteration and many more features like other procedural programming languages.
PL/SQL - Wikipedia
ALL, ANY and SOME Comparison Conditions in SQL - A quick look at some comparison conditions
you may not be used to seeing in SQL against an Oracle database.. APPEND Hint - Use the APPEND
hint to improve the performance of load operations.. Deadlocks - This article shows the steps
necessary to identify the offending application code when a deadlock is detected.
ORACLE-BASE - Oracle SQL Articles
Free Oracle Magazine Subscriptions and Oracle White Papers: (Formerly known as "Morgan's
LibraryYou may also want to check out the Oracle Functions and Oracle Packages Libraries
Oracle PL/SQL Database Code Library and Resources
History and Support Status []. Two releases are available: Oracle 10g Release 1 (10.1.0) [] In 2003,
Oracle Corporation released Oracle Database 10g Release 1 (10gR1).. Status: Unsupported Latest
patch-set: 10.1.0.5 Premier Support Ends: 31-Jan-2009Extended Support Ends: 01-Jan-2012Oracle
10g Release 2 (10.2.0) [] In July 2005, Oracle Database 10.2.0.1 - also known as Oracle Database
10g ...
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Oracle 10g - Oracle FAQ
Oracle Database Regular Expressions. With version 10g Release 1, Oracle Database offers 4 regexp
functions that you can use in SQL and PL/SQL statements.
Oracle Database REGEXP Functions for SQL and PL/SQL
Oracle 11g PL/SQL New Features. PL/SQL "continue" keyword - This will allow a "C-Like" continue in
a loop, skipping an iteration to bypass any "else" Boolean conditions. A nasty PL/SQL GOTO
statement is no longer required to exit a Boolean within a loop.
Oracle 11g new Features - Oracle Consulting, Oracle ...
Oracle SQL, and database development in general, contains a lot of terms and acronyms. It can be
hard to understand different articles, books, and even concepts that are explained to you if you’re
not sure what these terms and acronyms mean.
Oracle SQL Glossary of Terms - Database Star
Toad for Oracle is the de facto Oracle developer and database administration software tool for SQL
development and tasks. It's the top Oracle DBA tool
Best Oracle Developer and Administrator Database Software
Oracle introduces hundreds of new database features in every database release. At the same time
some tiny small restrictions in the code exist for a long time that bother database developers and
DBAs at their daily work.
Oracle database restrictions and workarounds at daily DBA ...
pl/sql enhancements in oracle 11g. Oracle has released some major new features for PL/SQL
developers with 11g (see this list of articles for details). Oracle has also included several smaller
PL/SQL enhancements and the following features are briefly covered in this article:
pl/sql enhancements in oracle 11g
2.1 Tasks for Preparing to Upgrade Oracle Database. In preparation for upgrading Oracle Database,
you review the new features and determine the best upgrade path and method to use. Oracle
recommends that you test the upgrade process and prepare a backup strategy.
Preparing to Upgrade Oracle Database - Oracle Help Center
www.puschitz.com This article is a step by step guide for tuning and optimizing Red Hat Enterprise
Linux on x86 and x86-64 platforms running Oracle 9i (32bit/64bit) and Oracle 10g (32bit/64bit)
standalone and RAC databases.
Tuning and Optimizing RHEL for Oracle 9i and 10g Databases ...
История. 1977 год — Ларри Эллисон, Боб Майнер и Эд Оутс основали компанию Software
Development Laboratories (SDL).; 1979 год — SDL сменила имя на Relational Software, Inc. (RSI)
и выпустила СУБД под наименованием Oracle v2.Эта версия не поддерживала транзакции ...
Oracle Database — Википедия
Oracle Database est un système de gestion de base de données relationnelle (SGBDR) qui depuis
l'introduction du support du modèle objet dans sa version 8 peut être aussi qualifié de système de
gestion de base de données relationnel-objet (SGBDRO). Fourni par Oracle Corporation, il a été
développé par Larry Ellison, accompagné entre autres, de Bob Miner et Ed Oates
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